HCL Domino powers the apps that run your business. With HCL Nomad, you can unleash the power of those apps on desktop, mobile devices, and now — on a browser. Provide users with greater flexibility by unlocking your workforce from the Notes client and enabling them to access their apps wherever they like. Your business is assured of the same level of security and governance with no code changes.

NOMAD FOR WEB BROWSERS

Secure
Domino v12 and Nomad web provide an additional layer of security and usability with time-based one-time password (TOTP) and HCL Safelinx (proxy) support. We’ve also introduced a Notes shared login so users don’t have to enter their Notes password after the first time.

No more desktop client upgrades
Admins no longer have to worry about upgrading and maintaining desktop Notes clients. Simply provide a link to Nomad web to your users to get started and be automatically updated 4x faster than a Notes client.

Minimal development effort
Domino developers can design new apps that run on any supported browser and mobile device and know that it’s secure everywhere. Existing apps just work without recoding or modification.

Easy admin configuration
Nomad supports client policies so you can have all your favorite applications pre-populated by your administrator.
NOMAD FOR iOS AND ANDROID DEVICES

Deliver secure online and offline access to existing Domino apps on mobile devices including iPhone and iPad, Android phones, and Android and Chrome OS tablets.

- **Optimized mobile development:** Improvements in Domino Designer v12 make it faster for developers to enhance existing apps or build new mobile apps.
  
  - Build responsive applications to tailor the user experience based on the device — for both the device and the screen size.
  
  - Easily leverage device-specific capabilities and functionality, such as accessing the camera, files, location information, mobile native gestures, and more.

- **Improved security:** Nomad mobile now supports biometric authentication for iOS devices and Android (face or touch ID).

- **Encrypted offline access:** Domino applications can be directly accessed online or can be securely replicated to your mobile device for offline access when you are disconnected.

- **Seamless configuration:** We partner with panagenda to embed MarvelClient for easy configuration of your Nomad client for all of your users, at no additional cost.

Get Started Today!
Learn more: hcltechsw.com/Domino